E-Z UP ® Instant Shelters ®

CORNER/MIDDLE ZIPPER
SIDEWALL INSTRUCTIONS
Sidewall Zipper
Instructions
Step 1.
Completely set up E-Z UP®
Instant Shelter® according to
instructions in owner’s manual
provided with product.
Step 2.
Look for the top of the sidewall
by positioning the notch and
Velcro straps (facing in) at the
top of the frame. To hang sidewall, lift hem of the valance.

Corner Zipper Option
Step 3.
Place the zipper side of sidewall
at the corner lined up with the
outer leg on one side of frame
(The notch will be located at the
top center of sidewall). Wrap the
Velcro straps of sidewall around
the inside trusses and firmly press
Velcro together. Wrap Velcro
straps around outer leg to help
keep sidewall in place.
Step 4.
Hang the other 3 sidewalls to
each side of frame using step 3.
Step 5.
Zipper the sidewalls together
at each corner of frame to fully
enclose shelter

Middle Zipper Option
Step 3.
Place the zipper side of sidewall
at the center of one side of
frame. Wrap the Velcro straps of
sidewall around the inside trusses
and firmly press Velcro together.
Step 4.
Attach the remaining portion of
the sidewall to the center of the
next 10’ side of the shelter by
wrapping sidewall around outside leg. The notch located at the
top center of the sidewall should
be centered on the outside outer
leg so the bottom of the notch is
just under the slider of the outer
leg. Secure the corner by looping the Velcro straps around the
inside trusses of the shelter.
Step 5.
Hang the remaining portion of the
sidewall to the center of the next
10’ side of the shelter by wrapping the Velcro straps around the
truss and firmly press together.
Step 6.
Hang the other 3 sidewalls to the
center of the next 10’ side of shelter using steps 2 through 4.
Step 7.
Zipper the sidewalls together
to fully enclose shelter.
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